
PECULIARITIES OF SAMPLING, PRESERVATION, 

STORAGE OF SEDIMENTS AND BIOTA SAMPLES. 

CONTROL OF MEASUREMENT CORRECTNESS, 

APPLICATION OF INTERNAL STANDARD. 



Sampling 
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Sampling is a very important stage within a technological cycle of analytical control, as the 

results of the most correct (and expensive) analyses become useless in case of incorrect 

sampling. As a rule, it is impossible to correct the mistakes, which happen as the result of 

improper sampling. That is why reliability and precision of subsequent analyses depend at 

large on correctness of sampling mode choice and thorough sampling. 



Kinds of sampling 
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There care simple and mixed samples. Simple sampling is a single collecting of a required number of 

samples of the studied media. Analysis of a simple sample gives us information about the composition 

of the media in a given moment and within one place. Mixed sample is received by means of combining 

simple samples taken from the same place with certain time intervals or taken from different places of a 

studied object. Such a sample should characterize average composition of the media or the 

composition averaged in time or, finally, average «cross» composition taking into account both place 

and time. This sample is received by means of mixing of equal parts of simple samples taken with 

equal time intervals in such quantities that the final volume of the mixed sample corresponds to the 

demands of analysis. However, this simple method is applicable only in case all the points of the 

studied object are equal and its dynamics is uniform. In case it is not so, an average proportional 

sample is prepared of different volumes (quantities) of samples taken with equal time intervals or of 

equal volumes of samples taken with different time intervals, but in such a way that their volumes or 

number correspond to local changes (variations) of the properties studied. The smaller intervals 

between separate sample comprising the average sample, the more precise is the average sample. 

The best result of averaging could be received through automated continuous sampling. It is not 

recommended to take mixed sample for the period longer than one day. You would not be able to use 

such a sample for determination of components or characteristics of media, which are changing easily 

(e.g. for water – dissolved gases, pH etc.) These parameters should be determined separately in each 

constituent of the sample. Mixed sample cannot be compiled in case characteristics of media change 

sharply in time or change in such a way that separate constituents of the sample interact or their 

physical properties change etc. 



Bottom sediments sampling methods 
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Bottom sediments sampling methods are chosen depending on the properties of the substances to be 

determined and on the task. To assess seasonal input of pollutants and their surface distribution in 

bottom sediments samples are taken from upper layer, while to study distribution of pollutants year by 

year samples are taken layer-by-layer. At that samples taken from different horizons are stored in 

different containers. In some cases an integrated sample could be taken. Usually mechanical and 

manual equipment is used for such sampling: different grabs, dredges, stratymeters and core 

samplers. Core samplers ensure sampling retaining vertical distribution of pollutants in the layers of 

bottom sediments. 



Van Veen sampler 
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Van Veen sampler is used to sample sediments from water-bodies 

and watercourses (rivers, lakes etc.) having significant depth (down 

to 40 m). There are samplers of different volume (0,5 l, 2 l, 6 л, 12 l). 

 

 Operating principle.  

 The bucket is kept open with the help of a special hook. The sampler 

is smoothly lowered to the bottom of a water-body. Air is going out 

during immersion through special openings on the top of the bucket. 

Otherwise the air would have been released during sampling and got 

mixed with sample. When sampler touches the bottom the hook is 

released and the bucket doors are closed. Quantity of sampled 

material depends on the material structure and the bucket size (the 

heavier the sampler – the more material could be collected). In case 

of strong current in a watercourse heavier and bigger samplers 

should be used. When Van Veen sampler is used partial loss of 

sampled material could happen, that is why it is recommended to 

take at least 6 samples and analyze the integrated sample. This is 

especially important when the water-body relief is complex and its 

structure inhomogeneous. After every sampling the bucket should be 

emptied and cleaned. 



Becker sampler 
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Becker sampler is used to take samples of bottom sediments quickly and with good quality retaining a 

sample structure. Possible lengths of samples are 1 and 1.5 m. Rubber membrane inflated with the help 

of pump retains a sample inside the sampler. Piston mechanism ensures complete filling of the sampler. 



Storage of bottom sediments samples 
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The parameters of pollution, which are changing within short time periods (e.g. temperature, рН, Eh), 

should be determined in situ immediately after sampling. 

 

When required different preservative agents could be used depending on the list of pollutants analyzed 

and bottom sediments properties; samples are stored cooled (0 to minus 3°С) or frozen (down to minus 

20°С). 

 

Containers to store samples should be sealed. Samples could be stored in wide-neck containers of 

chemical resistant glass or plastic, like Teflon or high pressure polyethylene, with air-tight lids, or in 

thermoses. 

 

The containers should be thoroughly prepared for storing of samples (washed, dried, filled with inert 

gas if required etc.) When samples are to be analyzed for oil products, organochlorine pesticides, 

heavy metals detergents or other pollutants the containers are to be prepared according to peculiarities 

of the method of each pollutant’s quantitative determination. If samples are taken for microbiological 

study the containers should be sterilized. 



Peculiarities of biota sampling 
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Unlike abiotic objects, sampling of animal origin (also called «biological») in which pollutants in trace 

concentrations are assumed has special additional requirements. Sample should be representative for 

the entire studied organism. Biological peculiarities of the studied species, stage of their development 

and the level of contact with the environment should be taken into account. Tissues could be sampled 

separately for each specimen, as it is recommended for studies of big animals or humans, or averaged 

in an integrated sample. in, particular, on the analysis of averaged samples of tissues of birds of the 

same species is based monitoring of environmental pollution with organochlorine compounds carried 

out in the USA. Each sample comprises 10 carcasses of starlings collected in 139 places located in 48 

States of the country. In order to store tissues under conditions, which ensure permanent composition 

of components determined the sample is frozen immediately and stored till analysis under low 

temperature (down to -180°С). Other methods of biological material preservation are also used, e.g. 

formalin. Sometimes tissues are homogenized before there are frozen. Such frozen samples could be 

stored well for many years. 



Sampling of biota 
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Methodology of animal samples collecting as «indicator species» to assess pollution of natural media 

recommends the following: fish, bivalve mollusks, algae. Mollusks are collected in water-bodies and 

watercourses located in the studied area: reservoirs, ponds, lakes, rivers, creeks (preferably one 

sample from each water-body). Each sample should contain specimens of the same species: 5-8 

mature individuals (40-80 mm) with total weight without shells at least 50 g. The collected mollusks are 

placed on filtering paper and after removing shells are wrapped in foil or transparent paper (no plastic 

bags). The samples are stored frozen until analyzed. Shells are collected and analyzed separately. In 

case one water-body is studied the samples are taken in five sampling points located in different places 

of the water-body. 



Sampling of biota 
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To sample fish tissues fishes are caught during summer period. Five adult mature individuals of pike or 

perch (if not available than other predators) are sampled. To determine age length of fish is measured 

and scales sampled and packed separately. Samples of muscles from sides and tale are taken, as well 

as milt or eggs. The sample (about 100 g) is wrapped in foil or transparent paper and placed in glass 

bottle. Samples are stored and transported frozen. Sometimes bottom-lying fish (carp, bream) are 

caught to control pollutants content in water near wastewater outlets. In this case it is also desirable to 

sample mollusks from the same places. It is recommended to sample small fishes with full carcasses 

(from big fish only the medium part is taken). 


